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As a new design tool, computers are widely used in art design. Traditional
design tools have been replaced by mouse. Meanwhile, grand design operation space
has also reduced into table supporting system. Compared to traditional free hand,
digital technique provides designers with adequate technical methods with its
advantages of high speed and convenience, which enables designers deal with all
sorts of characters, graphs and photos. Nowadays, it is a trend in China to use digital
technique on art design. Designers are fond of using it to complete art related
projects.
Compared with environmental art design abroad, it is apparent that our level is
left far behind other countries, especially in digital technology application.
Photoshop, Coreldraw, 3Dmax, AutoCAD we are using are all imported. It is not
our style if we follow suit. China is a country with 5000-year-old civilization which
embodies traditional environmental art design phylogeny and its development. It is
an inexhaustible treasure. Environmental art design should base on China’s
traditional culture and aesthetic ideas and combine our spirits and history,
developing our own nation’s style. Only by doing this can we keep it ever-lasting.
As to technique, we should make good use of digital technique and follow the trend.
Only by doing it can we never be out of date in design.
how to take advantage of digital technique to pass down and develop our
nation’s cultural features? It is the important point of this dissertation.
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